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INSTRUCTIONS
B O DY
Remember, with true body butter a very little
goes an extremely long way! Depending on
how dry your skin is, a pea sized amount
should cover not only your hands but your
forearms. To deliver relief to seriously
dehydrated skin, coat yourself in this rich,
therapeutic body balm from head to toe,
concentrating on particularly parched, flaky
and irritated parts. You will notice that as this
begins to nourish, calm, and start the healing
process for your dry, irritated, and rash prone
skin. As you treat your skin, you will begin to
need less and less. With natural soothing,
protective ingredients, the super-saturating
formula moisturizes for 24 hours to break the
cycle of dry skin, leaving it smooth, healthy
and soft.

FA C E
Depending on how dry the skin on your hands
and face is, take the size of a pea or two and let
it melt completely then dab and smooth over
your face and décolleté.
The body butter was originally created for the
face. It helps prevent the formation of fine
lines and wrinkles and naturally nourishes
aged and tired skin. This body butter, infused
with Certified Organic butters and oils, was
designed to heal and soften rough skin,
provide a deep hydration and plumping to
those problem areas.
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We are committed to naturally healing
any problems as well as promoting soft,
silky and hydrated skin. All of our
products are made with responsibly
sourced organic raw cocoa, shea and
mango butters, and cold pressed oils.
This is what sets us apart and makes
each individual product you receive so
unique and diﬀerent from the last.

WITH LOVE & CO
www.withloveLV.com
(702) 430-1849
Facebook: WithLoveLV1
Etsy: WithLoveLV

This brochure covers information and
instructions on our skin nurturing
Original Body Butter and our Healing
Balm. If you purchased a scented body
butter you have our original formula.
The only diﬀerence is the original goes
on a bit smoother and our Healing
Balm is for dry, problem skin, such as
eczema, psoriasis, rosacea, scaring and
other skin related problems.

W I TH L OV E & C O STORY
On August 4, 2016 the truly unimaginable happened in our lives. It had been a long, wet day in the mountains and my husband was attempting to
light a campfire. After many failed attempts he resorted to throwing some gasoline on the wood to see if that would help. What he didn't expect was
that somewhere there was a tiny spark. Upon ignition, the Solo cup that he had FILLED with gasoline hit a log and bounced back at his face. It is still
hard to believe… and I had a front row seat! I still cannot believe what I saw!
We had weeks of bandage changes and burn unit visits ahead of us. From our first night in the burn unit, the doctors were saying how important it
was to put lotion on all the wounds that were not weeping or were closed. They were concerned that he would end up losing parts of his face because
the new skin doesn’t have collagen or elastin so it cuts circulation. Once he got his first layer of new skin, they told us to keep it hydrated, any lotion
would do and suggested to us a $2.99 brand… are you kidding me?! "Any lotion," was supposedly going to carry my husband and best friend over the
finish line?! Give me a break!
Finally on the fifth day and the shock of seeing 10 foot flames on top off my husband wore off, I became overwhelming inquisitive of how the lotion
would help him heal. I did my research, turned my kitchen into a lab and created a body butter that would heal my husband to the amazement of his
doctors! He did not lose any part of his face as they had predicted and only has a few scars left on his right arm. Since, we have had many purchase
requests from doctors, friends, family and those who have heard our story, and now we have happily made it available to the public!
Many people have asked about our company name, With Love. From that night we had to change his bandages twice a day, for over a month. Those
bandage changing sessions would last anywhere from 4-6 hours. He would lay there patiently as I cared for him. I could only imagine how much pain
he was in, every time I would remove his bandage and debride his wounds and my heart would just break. I would do all I could to make it as painless
as possible and in turn he would tell me the whole time, “it’s ok honey, really, it doesn't hurt.” At the time, we were in our own world. Day in and day
out this continued. What was lost on us (at the time) but was not lost on anyone else, was that we where both healing each other with love.
Now we hope to share some of that with you!
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